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Let T be an operator on a Banach space B. Let o(T) lie on a line, 
a circle, or, more generally, a smooth curve. If the resolvent RJT) = 
(T - x1)-i satisfies a growth condition with respect to u(T), it is 
possible, in many cases, to develop an invariant subspace de- 
composition for T. We mention explicitly the work of Bartle [I], 
Dunford [5], G o d ement [a, Leaf [ZO], Larch [II], Schwartz [I7], 
Wermer [24], and Wolf [2.5]. For a survey of the Russian literature 
in this area, see Gohberg and Krein [S]. 
Let a(T) be the interval [0, 11. Then the invariant subspace 
decomposition has the following form: There exists a family {A&) of 
subspaces of B, such that 
a) TM,C M, 
b) M,CM, for CX</~ 
c) o(T/ Ma) = [%a] 
d) M,, = IZI and Ml = B. 
This description represents the crudest, rather than the best 
possible, results achievable by this method. 
The abundance of subspaces thus produced encourages one to look 
for a resolution of the identity or spectral representation for the 
operator. In most cases however, a growth condition on R,(T) is not 
enough to guarantee a spectral theory of the Dunford type, as we 
shall indicate later by example. Roughly speaking, what one needs, 
along with the subspaces, is something similar to the Dunford 
boundedness condition {u( T, X) n U( T, y) = or implies ]I x + y 11 Q 
K 11 x 11, where K is a constant independent of x andy}. Geometrically, 
this condition may be interpreted as saying that the angle between 
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subspaces, which lie on closed disjoint subsets of the spectrum, is 
uniformly bounded away from zero. 
We will show that in one case, however, a strong growth condition 
on R,(T) alone, guarantees a spectral theory of the Dunford type. 
In this situation, T is an operator on a Hilbert space, where for a 
given z, E u(T), 1) 11 R,(T)il < l/dist[z, u(T)], for z in a neighborhood 
N(+,), and 2) u(T) is sufficiently well behaved in N(z,,). Our main 
result, Theorem 1, then states that T is “locally normal”, i.e. 
T = Tl @ T, , where Tl is normal in N(z,). Thus, this strong growth 
condition not only leads to invariant subspaces, as in the references 
cited earlier, but also yields that best of all possible events, the 
orthogonal direct sum decomposition. 
Perhaps this is a suitable place to mention that the condition 
II &(T)ll < lldist[x, 4T)l is not that rare. Indeed, it is satisfied for all 
hyponormal or subnormal operators. 
There are two known results which are pertinent to this discussion. 
THEOREM A (Vidav, Lumer, Nieminen). Let T be an operator on 
a Hilbert space, with u(T) real If [I(1 + ihT)I( = 1 + o(a), for (Y real, 
or equivalently, (I( T + i/31)-l I( < [ 1 + o( ( /3 I-‘)]/[ /3 1, for p real, then 
T is self adjoint. 
Actually, Vidav and Lumer were interested in extending the 
notion of self adjointness to a Banach space, and only coincidentally 
concerned with the Hilbert space situation. 
THEOREM B (Donoghue). Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space, 
and let u(T) lie on the unit circle. If 11 R,( T)ll < 1 1 - 1 z 11-l for 
1 z j f 1, then T is unitary. 
There is one great difference technically between Theorems A and 
B and the previous material. In the invariant subspace decomposition, 
the growth condition on R,(T) is used exclusively for z near u(T). In 
Theorems A and B, the growth condition on I$(T) is used almost 
exclusively at infinity. That, coupled with the special geometry of 
the line and circle, explains why the methods of Theorems A and B 
do not generalize. Thus, the following was previously an open 
question. If u(T) is real for T on a Hilbert space, and 11 R,(T)I( < 
l/dist[z, O(T)], for ) Im(x)l < 6; is T self adjoint? 
From now on the underlying space is always a Hilbert space H, 
and all operators are bounded. We recall the elementary, but useful 
fact, that )I TX 11 > ,8 (I x II f or all x E H if and only if 1) T-l 11 ,( p-l. 
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LEMMA 1. Let jj(T - zl)x 1) > d 11 x 1) for all x E H, where 
] z ) > d 3 0; and assume T is invertible. Then 
/[T-1 - .%(I z 12 - d2)-11 x )I 2 [d(l z (2 - dfy] 11 x I( 
for all x E H. 
Proof. By hypothesis, (T* - %I)( T - zl) > d21. Thus after 
multiplying by T*-l and T-l we have, 
I - fT*-l - zT-l + (] z I2 - d2) T*-lT-l 2 0. 
Dividing by (I z I2 - d2), and regrouping, yields 
[T*-’ - z(I z 12 - d2)-l][T-1 - %(I z 12 - d2)-‘1 > @(I 2 12 - d2)-2; 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. Let y be a circle in the complex plane, and let r be its 
image under the mapping w = l/x. Let d = dist[z, y], where 1 z j > d. 
Then, dist[%() z I2 - d2)-l, F] = d(j z I2 - d2)-l. Moreover, the points 
for which the distances are actually taken on, are reciprocal. 
Proof. Direct computation. 
We would like to say Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 lead to the conclusion: 
If ll(T - zI)ll > dist[x, u(T)], then 11 T-l - WI 1) > dist[w, u(T-l)]. 
This will be true in the cases which interest us, but a rather clumsy 
list of restrictions are needed to make it true in general. 
From now on, A@,) designates a neighborhood of the point z, . 
Let C be a smooth curve which is given as a single valued function 
r = f(6). Let zO E C. Then sector (a0 , C, 6) = {r@ : 1 arg z,, - 0 I < 6, 
and if rleie E C then I > or}. Thus, sector(z, , C, 6) is the truncated 
sector bounded on the sides by T exp i[arg z,, f 61 and on the base 
by C. 
A closed set with interior is convex if every boundary point has a 
support line, and a curve is convex if it is the boundary of a convex set 
(see Valentine [22], pages 47 and 129). We will say a set is convex at 
a boundary point p if it has a support line at p. This definition does 
include peculiar situations when only a single point is involved; but, 
when a set is convex at every boundary point in a neighborhood, 
then this definition agrees with intuition. 
A curve is smooth if it has a continuous second derivative. 
LEMMA 3. Let C be a smooth Jordan arc. Let (( R,( T)lj < l/dist[z, C] 
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for x E N(x,), where z,, E C. Then there exist w, , 6 > 0 and 
N[(q, - w&-l] such that 
1) (C - w&l is convex at every point in N[(z,, - wl)-‘1 and 
2) ll[(T - w&-l - zI] x )I 3 dist[z, (C - w,)-l]ll x )I 
for z E N[(q, - w,)-I] and for x E sector((z, - w&l, (C - w&l, 6). 
Proof. Choose w1 so that wr E N(z,,), and there exists a circle r 
which is tangent to (C - wl) at (z,, - w,), contains the origin in its 
interior, and does not intersect (C - wr) except at (.a0 -- wl). Since 
the curvature of C is continuous, it is possible to find circles r, with 
similar properties for points p on (C - WJ near (z,, - wr). The curve 
(C - w&l lies inside the circle I’;l. Hence, (C - w&l is convex at 
points near (z, - w&-l. 
For the second part of the lemma, choose p and r, as above. 
Let z lie inside r, on the normal to (C - wr) at p, where 
) z ] > dist[z, (C - wr)] = dist[z, r,] = d. Then, 
By Lemma I, we see that 
ll[(T - wl)-1 - %(I x (2 - d2)-11 x (1 > d(( x (‘7 - d2)-1 (! x (I. 
But 
d(l z I2 - d2)-r = dist[z(l z I2 - d2)-l, I’,-l] 
= dist[%(( z I2 - d*)-l, (C - w&l], 
since ,%(I z I2 - d2)-l is outside r; l. Thus, /[(T - w,l)-l - zT]x (1 > 
dist[z, (C - wr)-‘]I] x 11 for z E sector((z, - w&r (C - w&l, a), and 
S sufficiently small. 
The other half of the proof is similar. For p E (C - wl) near 
(z,, - wr) again choose a circle r, tangent to (C - w,), but this time 
on the side of (C - wr) away from the origin. Consider z on the 
normal to (C - wr) at p, and inside r, . The above argument can be 
repeated step by step. For z near p but with ) z 1 > 1 p /, it should be 
clear that 1 ~(1 z I2 - d2)-l 1 < / p-l j, i.e., .%(I z I2 - d2)-l lies between 
(C - wJ-~ and the origin. The relation 
ll[(T - wJ-l - zT] x I[ > dist[.z, (C - w,)-l]ll x (I 
for z E N((za - w&l) follows from this coupled with our previous 
estimates. 
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A set M will be called arc-like in a neighborhood N(z,) if N(z,) n M 
lies on a smooth Jordan arc. 
COROLLARY. Let the set M be arc-like in N(z,), and call the Jordan 
arc C. Assume (1 R,(T)\\ < l/dist[z, MU C] for z E N(z,), where 
z,, E M. Then the conclusion of Lemma 3 holds with C replaced by M v C. 
The following lemma has been proved many times, but it is usually 
stated in a global context, see [2] or [26]. We quote it here for ease of 
reference. 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a compact set. Let w be a point on the boundary 
of K, and assume K is convex at w. Let L be the normal through w to a 
support line to K at that point. Let P be the half plane, without boundary, 
which does not contain K. If (1 R,( T)(j < l/dist[z, K], for z E P n L, 
then W(T) n P = M , where W(T) is the numerical range of the operator 
T 
1. 
LEMMA 5. Let C be a smooth Jordan arc. Assume [[ R,(T)[I < 
l/dist[z, C] for z E N(z,), where zO E C. Set p = (zO - w&l - wz , 
D = (C - w&l - w, , and S = (T - w&--l - w,I. Then there 
exists wl, w2, N(p), and N(p-l) such that 
1) D is convex at every point of N(p), 
2) D-l is convex at every point of N(p-l). 
Moreover, 
3) W(S) n N(P) c convex hull D n N(p), 
4) W(S-l) n N(p-l) C convex hull D-l n N(p-l). 
Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists a wr such that (C! - w&l is convex 
at every point in a neighborhood of (z,, - w&l. Let Q = (T - w&-l. 
Using the growth condition for the sector, in conjunction with 
Lemma 4, yields 
w(Q) n WO - ~d-~l C convex hull (C - w&l n N[(q, - w&l] 
for some N[(z,, - w&l]. S’ mce all the statements about convexity, 
growth conditions, etc., remain true under translation, we have 
proved 1) and 3) for S = Q - w,I and w2 arbitrary. Because 
(C - w&l is a smooth Jordan arc and (1 &(Q)ll < l/dist[z, (C - w&-r], 
for z in a neighborhood of (z,, - ~$1, there exists a w, such that 
(Q - w&l satisfies th e conclusion of Lemma 3. Repeating the proof 
above, we see that for S-l = (Q - w&l conditions 2) and 4) 
have been verified. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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COROLLARY. Let the set M be arc-like in N(z,,), and call the Jordan 
arc C. Assume 11 R,( 7’)/ < l/dist[z, M u C] for z E N(z,), where 
z, E M. Then the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds with C replaced by C u M. 
THEOREM 1 (Local Normality). Let u(T) n N(z,) lie on the 
Jordan arc C where a,, E u(T). Assume )I R,(T)]] < l/dist[z, C] for 
z E N(z,). Then T = T, @ T, , where T, is normal with 
u( TJ = closure[o( T) n A+,)] and U( T*) C [u( T)\N(z,)]. 
(0 indicates orthogonal direct sum.) 
Proof. We will show first that it is possible to extract not T1, 
but a normal operator whose spectrum is contained in a small 
neighborhood of z,, . The proof is very similar to the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2 of [19]. C onsequently, we will be briefer than 
usual. If some part of the argument seems unclear, a glance at [Z9] 
should provide a more detailed explication. 
Since 11 R,( T)jl < l/dist[z, C u u(T)] for x E N’(z,)(N’(z,) appro- 
priately chosen), we may select wr , wp , N(p) and N(p-l) as in the 
Corollary to Lemma 5, where again p = (zs - wr)-l - w2 and 
S = (T - w,l)-l - w21. Let S = BU be the polar decomposition 
of S. Since S is invertible, U is unitary and B is invertible. Let 
U = j-z dE(x). 
Choose a closed sector A such that p E fl, and o(S) n A C N(p) 
and u(S-l) n conjugate A C N(p-l). Let A n (.z : 1 .a 1 = l} = y, and 
set E(r) H = r. We will now restrict our attention to vectors y E IY 
Subdivide y into m equal pieces 6, ,..., 6, . For xk E E(6,) H let 
Ux, = axk + bv, where 11 x, )( = IIe’ 11 = 1 and (xk , V) = 0. Similarly, 
let Bxn, = X~ + pm, where I( w (I = 1, and (xk , w) = 0. 
Repeating the argument in [19], Theorem 1, (and here is where 
Lemma 5 is used) it follows that 1 - I a 1 ,< K/m2, 1 b I < K/m and 
I/3 I < K/m, for a constant K which is independent of m. It takes 
some effort to obtain these estimates, and we would prefer not to 
reproduce the calculations here. One comment is in order. Note that 
in the proof of Theorem 1, [19], it is the convex hull of the curve 
C 3 u(T) which is used and not the convex hull of u(T). 
It follows directly from these estimates that Il(BU - UB) xii 1) < 
K’/m for xk E E(8,) H. For y E r, y = x.“-, akxk , where x,+ E E(6,) H 
and II y (I2 = Cy ( a, 12. Thus, lj(BU - UB) y (I < K’m-1/2 JJ y II, and 
letting m approach co yields BUy = UBy for y E r. 
For x, E E(6,) H, sx, = UBx, = uk + vk , where uk E E(6,) H, vk: 
is orthogonal to E(8,) H, and I( nk II < 2K’/m. For y E r and 
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y = cy a& , it follows that Sy = u + w, where u E r and I] v 11 < 
2 11 y (I K’m-1/2. Le tting m approach co implies ST C r. The same 
argument may be repeated to show S*r C r. Thus, r reduces S, and 
S ) r is normal. Moreover, it is easy to verify that 
a(S 1 F) = A n o(S) and o[S j TJ-] C closure[o(S)\A]. 
Returning to our original operator T, what we have just shown is 
that T = T’ @ T”, where T’ is normal and u( T’) = closure[u( T) n M], 
for a neighborhood M of z,, , and u(T”) C [u(T)\M]. We could have 
equally as well split off a normal operator T’ in the neighborhood of 
z1 , for any zr E N(z,) n c(T). 
Therefore, let T = Tl @ T, , where Tl is the maximal normal 
operator such that 
U( r,) = X C closure[N(z,) n o(T)] and ~(2”~) C [u(T)\(N(z,) n X)]. 
It follows from what we have shown that X 3 N(z,J n u(T). Moreover, 
since X = u( T,), X is closed and thus X = closure[N(z,) n u(T)]. 
Hence, u( T2) C [u( T)\N(z,)], which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let a(T) lie on a smooth Jordan curve C. Let U be an 
~5~;’ with C C U. If 11 R,(T)\1 < l/dist[z, C] for z E U, then T is 
Proof. We may apply Theorem 1 to any point zO E u(T). 
COROLLARY 1. Let u(T) lie on a piecewise smooth Jordan curve C. 
Let C C U, where U is open. If (1 R,(T)11 < l/dist[z, C], for x E U, 
then T is a spectral operator. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 1, it is possible to write T = Tl @ T, , 
where Tl is normal, and u( T,) consists of the finite set of points where 
C does not have a continuous second derivative. Thus, T, is spectral, 
and hence so is T. 
COROLLARY 2. Let u(T) lie on a Jordan curve C. We assume C is 
piecewise smooth and possesses a continuous left and right hand tangent 
at each of the points where it is not smooth. Let C C U, where U is open. 
If )I R,(T)\\ < l/dist[z, C] for z E U, then T is normal. 
Proof. As in the preceeding corollary, we may write T = Tl @ T2, 
on H = HI @ H,, where Tl is normal and T, is spectral, with 
u(T2) a finite set of points. However, since T is spectral, the fact that 
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R,(T) satisfies a first order growth condition implies Tz is scalar 
by Theorem 18 of [4j. Let T, = Cy z@(wJ. Since T2 is scalar and 
a(TJ is a finite set of points, the eigenvectors of T, span Hz . It only 
remains to show that (xi, xj) = 0 for xi E F(wJ H and i f j. Let K 
be fixed, and assume that the left and right hand tangents at wk are 
equal (the case when they are different is easier and will be omitted). 
If (x k, xi) # 0, for somej, then there exists a unit vector ZJ in H, such 
that JJ(T, - d-k )I > K 1 z - wk 1-l for K > 1, and all z near wk . 
Choose z, + wk , where the x, lie on the normal to D(T) at wk . Then 
dist[z, , u(T)] = h, [ z, - wk 1 where h, -+ 1 as n + co. Thus, 
which is impossible for n approaching co. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. Note that the approach 
paths to wk in this proof are contingent upon the existence of a left 
and right hand derivative at wk . Though it is probably possible to 
weaken the hypotheses of Corollary 1 and 2, Example 1 below shows 
that considerable care must be exercised. 
COROLLARY 3 (Putnam; Stampjli). Let T be hyponormal and let 
u(T) lie on a smooth Jordan curve. Then T is normal. 
Proof. Since T is hyponormal, (1 R,( T)ll < I/dist[z, o(T)] for all z. 
Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H C K, and let U be a 
unitary operator on K. If Tn = pPUnP, for n = 1, 2,... and 
0 <p <co, then TEC,. A discussion of C, can be found in [20]. 
We mention that C, C C, for 01 < /3. 
COROLLARY 4. If T E C, and T-l E C, , where CY > 1 and p >, 1, 
then T is unitary. 
Proof. We may assume (Y, p > 2 be the previous comment. 
If T E C, , where (Y > 2, then 11 R&T)11 < (1 z 1 - 1)-l for 1 < 1 z 1 < 
(Y - l)(a: - 2)-l by Remark 3 of [20]. Similarly, T-l E C, , where 
h > 2, implies that 
II R,(F)II < (I x 1 - 1)-l for 1 < I z ( < (/3 - I)(/3 - 2)-l. 
Using Lemma 1 with this condition, it follows that 
1) R,(T)JI < (1 - ) a I)-’ for (p - 1) 8-l < ) z 1 < 1. 
Thus, II R,(T)ll < I 1 - I XII-~ in a neighborhood of the unit circle. 
The conclusion now follows from Theorem 2. 
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Note that Theorem B (Donoghue) may be rephrased as follows. 
If TECz(TECzifandonlyifIW(T)[ <l)andT-l~Ci,thenT 
is unitary. 
The first example below reveals that smoothness of the Jordan arc 
(containing D(T)) is not a completely gratuitous condition. 
EXAMPLE 1. There exists an operator T such that 1) a(T) lies on 
p = p(t), where /I is continuous for 0 < t < 1, and has a continuous 
second derivative for 0 < t < 1; and 2) 11 R,(T)lj < l/dist[z, u(T)] 
for all z $ u(T). However, T is not normal. Set T = Tl @ T2, 
where T2 = 1 8 i 1 and Tl is to be defined. Note that 
R,(T,) = - j ;-l ;:1” 1.
The curve /I(t) will start at 1 and spiral in to the origin. Moreover, 
choose /3(t) in such a way that dist[x, /3(t)] < ) z /-2 for 0 < ) z ( < 1, 
and the smoothness conditions are met. Let Tl be any normal operator 
whose spectrum is /3(t). Th en, j[ R,(T)ll = l/dist[z, u(T)] though T 
is certainly not a normal operator. 
As the next example indicates, the obvious generalization to Banach 
space is not valid. However, for a different approach, via the functional 
calculus, see Kantorivitz [9], Maeda [I.?], and Tillmann [21]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Tf(0) = f(0 + a), for f(0) EQ[O, 2~1 and 01 
irrational. Then T is clearly an invertible isometry, and u(T) = 
(z : 1 z 1 = 11. Thus, [j R,(T)lj < l/dist[z, u(T)]. However, T is not a 
spectral operator for p # 2. (See [6] for a proof of this fact.) 
Alternatively, one could consider the shift V x:“, aiei = C”, aiei+, , 
on lp for p # 2. 
If the growth condition on R,(T) is weakened even slightly, it is no 
longer possible to obtain a spectral resolution even in Hilbert space. 
EXAMPLE 3. [Schwartz-McCarthy] There exists an operator T 
on Hilbert space such that 1) u(T) is real; and 2) 11 R,(T)/1 < 
K/dist[x, u(T)] f or all x, where K is a constant. However, T is not a 
spectral operator. 
We are grateful to J. Schwartz for pointing out that such an operator 
can be constructed by a slight modification of the Corollary to 
Theorem 3 of [14]. 
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